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Installation Tools
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Installation Modes


b RRU3702 Installation Modes


On the pole On the 
channel steel


On the 
angle steel


On the wallOn the 
telegraph pole


A cabinet must be powered on within seven days after being unpacked, 
and cannot be kept in the power-off status over 48 hours during 
maintenance.
A module must be powered on within 24 hours after being unpacked or 
after being powered off for maintenance.
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Requirements for Dimensions and Installation Space


Dimensions (unit: mm)


Dimensions of the RRU shell: 484 x 
374 x 158


Dimensions of the RRU: 480 x 356 x 
120


356


158


484


120


374


480


Space Requirements (unit: mm)


500


5001000


1000


Space for installing the stand


a b
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≥300
≥ 600


≥ 200


≥ 300


≥ 100≥ 600


≥ 400


400 to 1200


500 to 800


≥ 200


≥ 300


Space for installing the RRU
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Auxiliary fixture


Main fixture


Long bolt


Main fixture


Strap


The Auxiliary Parts of the RRU


Fasten the 
screws when 
installing the 
RRU and 
loosen these 
screws when 
removing the 
RRU.


Installing the RRU3702


Logo on the cover plate Transfer pieces


Reorient the direction of the transfer piece


Fasten the screws when 
removing the RRU.
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a Installing the RRU3702 On the Pole (Diameter: 60 mm to 114 mm)


The arrows on 
the label of the 
auxiliary fixture 
face upwards.


Installation position for 
the auxiliary fixture


The arrows on the 
label of the main 
fixture face 
upwards.
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Installing Multiple RRU3702s On the Pole (Diameter: 60 mm to 114 mm)


Install two RRU3702s on the pole.


Install three RRU3702s on the pole.


b


The arrows on 
the main fixture 
face upwards.


Main fixture


Install the 
main fixture.


The arrows on 
the main 
fixture face 
downwards.


When three or more RRUs are installed in centralized mode on a metal pole, the 
diameter of the pole must range from 76 mm to 114 mm.
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The process for installing the RRU on the channel steel is the same as 
that for installing the RRU on a pole.
You are advised to install only one RRU on the channel steel.


Top views of the four 
installation methods


Top views of the installation methods


The process for installing the RRU on the angle steel is 
the same as that for installing the RRU on a pole.
You are advised to install only one RRU on the angle 
steel.


c Installing the RRU3702 on the Channel Steel


d Installing the RRU3702 on the Angle Steel


Angle steel
63 mm to 80 mm63


 m
m to


 80
 m


m


50 mm to 
100 mm


30 mm to 
50 mm


Channel steel
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You are advised to 
install only one RRU on 
the telegraph pole.


Bolt M10x65 
Spring washer 10 


Flat washer 10
Expansion tube


f Installing the RRU3702 On the Wall


e Installing the RRU3702 On the Telegraph Pole (Diameter: 300 
mm to 390 mm)


The arrows 
on the label 
of the main 
fixture face 
upwards.


Ensure that the 
arrow on the 
auxiliary fixture 
is upward.


Ensure that the 
arrow on the main 
fixture is upward.


Plastic tube 


After the expansion bolt is removed, 
dispose of the plastic tube.
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Cable Connections


BBU power cable


PGND cable 
of the BBU


RRU power 
cable


PGND cable of 
the RRU


CPRI optical cable
GPS clock 
signal cable


Optical cable


Ethernet cable


To the Boolean 
sensor


To the EMUA 
or PMU


RF 
jumper


RF 
feeder


Connected through the optical 
cable or Ethernet cable


BBU3900


ASN-GW


• To provide -48 V DC power supply for the site, you need to install the DCDU-03C. 
The DCDU-03C converts one -48 V DC power input to multiple –48 V DC power 
outputs for the base station. The APM needs to be installed only when there is only 
220 V AC power supply at the site. The APM converts 220 V AC power input to 
multiple -48 V DC power outputs for the base station.


• Ensure that the power distribution equipment such as the APM and DCDU-03C 
has an independent power switch to control the power-on and power-off of each 
BBU and RRU. 


RRU3702RRU3702RRU3702


GPS 
antenna


GLONASS 
antenna


RF 
jumper
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d Installing the CPRI Optical Cables Between the BBU and the RRU


Before installing the optical cable, you need to install removable optical modules.
Connect the longer exposed end of the optical cable to the BBU and wrap the end 
with a tube, and connect the shorter exposed end to the RRU.


CPRI Optical Cable


BBU3900


RRU3702
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E1/T1信号线E1/T1防雷转接线Installing the RRU3702 Cables
a Installing the PGND Cable of the RRU3702


PGND cable of the RRU


The PGND cable of the RRU is yellow-
green or green. The PGND cable is 
connected to the RRU through a two-
hole OT terminal (M6) and to the 
grounding bar through an OT terminal. 
The PGND cable of the BBU should be 
created at the site.16 mm2 (6 AWG)
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Grounding point for the shielding 
layer of the power cable


bb Installing the Power Cable of the RRU3702


DCDU-03C


RRU power cable


Connect the RRU to the DCDU-03C.


Connect the RRU to the APM.
APM200


•When the RRUs are powered by the DCDU-03C, connect the RRUs in sequence to 
ports LOAD0 through LOAD4 on the DCDU-03C.
•When fewer than three RRUs are used and the RRUs are powered by the APM200, 
connect the RRUs in sequence to No.4 wire post of LOAD2, No.6 wire post of 
LOAD3, and No.8 wire post of LOAD4. If fewer than six RRUs are used and the 
RRUs are powered by the APM200, connect the RRUs in sequence to No.4 wire post 
of LOAD2, No.6 wire post of LOAD3, No.8 wire post of LOAD4, No.5 wire post of 
LOAD2, No.7 wire post of LOAD3, and No.9 wire post of LOAD4.


Installing the CPRI Optical Cable Between the BBU and the RRU
For details, see "Installing the CPRI Optical Cable Between the BBU and the RRU" on 
Page 16.


c
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Installing the Outdoor Cable Transfer Box


Measuring the VSWR of the Antenna System
-48 V DC RRU3702


NEG (-)


RTN (+)


When the distance between the 
RRU and the DCDU-03C or APM 
ranges from 60 m to 180 m, install 
an outdoor cable transfer box at 
the RRU.
The length of the cable which 
between the outdoor cable 
transfer box and the RRU is 3 m 
to 5 m.


Measure the VSWR of the antenna system using the 
Broadband Site Master.
Measure the VSWR in the position where the antenna 
system is connected to the RF port of the RRU.


Never connect an antenna system with a VSWR 
of 1.5 or higher to the RRU.


d Installing the RF Jumper of the RRU3702  


Wrap a layer of insulating tape


Wrap three layers of waterproof tape


Wrap three layers of insulating tape


Grounding


Fix the connector to the port using a wrench (Torque: 1N.m),and 
wrap the    insulating tape and waterproof  tape.


RF jumper


10 mm2 (7 AWG) 3.3 mm2 (12 AWG)


Before installing the RF jumper, 
measure the VSWR of the antenna 
system. For details, see "Measuring 
the VSWR of the Antenna System" 
on this page.


You need take 
insulation and 
waterproof 
measures only for 
the RF jumpers 
connected to an 
outdoor RRU.
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